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Abstract—Service discovery is an essential component for
applications in vehicular communication systems. While there
have been numerous service discovery protocols dedicated to
a local network, mobile ad-hoc networks and the Internet, in
vehicular communication systems, applications pose additional
requirements; They need to discover services according to geo-
graphical position. In this paper, we propose a location-aware
service discovery mechanism for Vehicular Ad-hoc NETwork
(VANET). The proposed mechanism exploits IPv6 multicast on
top of IPv6 GeoNetworking specified by the GeoNet project.
Thanks to the GeoBroadcast mechanism, it efficiently propagates
service discovery messages to a subset of nodes inside a relevant
geographical area with encapsulating IPv6 multicast packets. We
implemented the mechanism using CarGeo6, an open source
implementation of IPv6 GeoNetworking. Our real field evaluation
shows the system can discover services with low latency and low
bandwidth usage in VANETs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Applications for Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)
aim at providing road users with improved traffic safety,
traffic efficiency, and additional values in vehicular commu-
nication systems [1]. Recently various ITS stakeholders have
been working on specifying ITS applications [2], [3]. Such
ITS applications are distributed applications composed of a
number of distinct services; software or hardware entities
integrated into wide variety of nodes in vehicular ad-hoc
networks (VANET), in which most participants are mobile
nodes embedded in vehicles.
As applications need to orchestrate necessary services re-
motely, a Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) that dynamically
discovers available services is essential. Although we can
consider to introduce a static configuration, a centralized
directory server that provides information of available services,
or traditional broadcast to discover services, such solutions are
not applicable because of the characteristics of ITS services:
(i) services are mostly nomadic in VANETs, thus available
services in a VANET are time-varying, (ii) a VANET may not
be capable of introducing a stable node (i.e. centralized entity).
On the other hand, SDPs enable applications to dynamically
find the existence, characteristics and communication end-
points of services by querying service’s attributes (possibly in
cooperation with centralized entities). Even though the phys-
ical and logical location of services change frequently, SDPs
can efficiently discover a set of actually available services.
Although A number of SDPs have been proposed to find
nomadic services within mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs),
discovering ITS services in VANETs raises further require-
ments: (i) applications need to discover services according
to geographical location because ITS-related services are
highly dependent on geographical location, such as cameras
embedded in a particular intersection, vehicles within a certain
radius of a corner, etc. (ii) Services should be discovered as
quickly as possible due to stringent latency requirements of
ITS applications (i.e. from 10ms to 1000ms [4]). (iii) ITS
applications need to avoid consuming unnecessary bandwidth.
A potential solution is to use multicast in cooperation
with ad-hoc routing protocols so that it can efficiently re-
act to the change of the network topology due to the mobil-
ity of the vehicles and also avoid unnecessary broadcasting
(i.e. flooding) to all vehicles in the area. IPv6 multicast-
based SDPs, specifically Service Location Protocol version
2 (SLPv2) [5] and multicast DNS (mDNS) with DNS-based
service discovery (DNS-SD) [6], [7], may therefore be possible
foundation for service discovery in VANET.
However, at this moment such solutions do not support
the ”geographic service discovery” requirement (i) mentioned
above. In addition, they can manage geographical location
as a service’s attribute within the SDP mechanism in the
application layer, it means that service discovery messages are
delivered to unnecessarily large number of nodes since IPv6
multicast itself sends packets to all nodes which belong to a
corresponding multicast group that represents a particular type
of service. Consequently the requirement ”efficient bandwidth
consumption” (iii) mentioned above is not met either.
In this paper, we propose a service discovery mecha-
nism that locates services inside a particular geographical
area in VANETs. The proposed mechanism is composed
of IPv6 multicast-based service discovery in combination
with geographical addressing and routing; SLPv2 with RFC
3111 [8] modification by IETF, and IPv6 GeoNetworking
defined by the GeoNet project1. Modifications of SLP for
IPv6 specified in RFC 3111 enable SLP to use multiple
IPv6 multicast groups which allows one-multicast-address-for-
one-service usage. IPv6 GeoNetworking furthermore enables
1The FP7 European project GeoNet. http://geonet-project.eu/
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Fig. 1. VANET in vehicular communication systems
to deliver regular IPv6 packets according to geographical
location. As a result, upper layer entities can transparently
use the geographical routing functionality as legacy IPv6.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II overviews vehicular communication systems, service dis-
covery, existing SDPs, and IPv6 GeoNetworking. Section III
describes functional requirements of SDPs for ITS applications
and then proposes our location-aware service discovery mech-
anism harmonized with SLPv2 and IPv6 GeoNetworking. We
then present field evaluation results in Section IV. Section V
finally concludes the paper.
II. SERVICE DISCOVERY IN VEHICULAR COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS
In vehicular communication systems, VANETs are com-
posed of vehicles and the roadside.
In our study, the ITS equipment deployed in the vehicles
and roadside infrastructure comply with the ITS station ref-
erence architecture from ISO/ETSI [9], [10], [1]. Each ITS
station is assumed to be equipped with at least a router i.e.
mobile router (MR for the vehicle ITS station) or access
router (AR for the roadside ITS station). Other nodes (e.g.
hosts running applications, cameras, gateways to the CAN
bus, ...) are possibly connected to the routers through an
ITS station internal network. Routers have at least (i) one
wireless egress interface to communicate with other routers,
and (ii) one wired/wireless ingress to connect to the ITS
station internal network. IPv6 works as a mandatory network
layer communication protocol and the routers provides certain
network prefixes to their attached nodes. The AR provides
Internet access to MRs. Fig. 1 shows the network architecture
of the vehicular communication system.
ITS applications are distributed applications composed of
several different services: software or hardware entities inte-
grated into attached nodes developed by several ITS stakehold-
ers. As applications may consume multiple services through an
identical application process, services shall be self-contained,
modular, and application independent entities so that service
consumers can share and reuse existing services. Possible
functions of services in the vehicular communication systems
are (i) to provide vehicle’s/roadside’s characteristics (e.g.
vehicle’s mechanical condition, colors of traffic light, etc.), or
sensor data acquired with embedded camera, radar, etc. (ii) to
process consumers’ request (e.g. manipulate electronic gates,
perform payment, notify drivers with road traffic information)
and (iii) to aggregate road traffic information from other
vehicles and the roadside.
Prior to communicate with necessary services, applications
obviously need to know the existence and communication end-
points using SDPs that dynamically discover actually available
services. Thanks to SDPs, applications only need to specify a
name and specific attributes of the service, then SDPs return
a list of actually available services containing communication
endpoints of attached nodes that operate the corresponding
service.
SDPs are composed of service consumer (SC), service
provider (SP), and service directory (SD). SPs operate services
for SCs and possibly register available services to SDs, while
SCs try to discover services by asking SPs and SDs. SDs are
centralized cache entities that act as services’ directory. SDs
may not be introduced to a small network (i.e. local network),
or mobile network (i.e. infrastructure-less VANET) in which
such a centralized entity does not fit the characteristics of
the network. From the architectural point of view, SDPs are
considered as a set of mechanisms such as service descrip-
tion language, discovery function, registration function, and
routing for each function [11]. In this paper we particularly
concentrate on the functions and the routing mechanism.
A. Service discovery protocols
SLPv2 standardized by IETF introduces three system com-
ponents: User Agent (UA), Service Agent (SA), and optional
Directory Agent (DA), which behave as the above-mentioned
SC, SP, and SD respectively in the context of this paper.
In SLPv2, a SC issues a Service Request (SrvRqst), which
contains a type and attributes of the requested service, to SPs
or SDs. If SPs and/or SDs satisfy the request, they return a
Service Reply (SrvRply), which contains URL representation
of all available services in the considered network, to the SC.
SPs join a particular IP multicast group, then the SC can either
directly send SrvRqst to SPs via IP multicast or to SDs via
unicast. On the other hand, SPs always return SrvRply to SCs
via unicast.
RFC 3111 provides a modification of SLPv2 and enables
SLPv2 to operate service discovery over IPv6. While the
original SLPv2 is using only one IPv4 multicast address,
the modification allows to use multiple IPv6 multicast ad-
dresses assigned for each service (available address range is
FF0X::1:1000-FF0X::1:13FF). SPs join the multicast groups
that correspond to the service type of their services. The
multicast address is calculated according to a hash algorithm,
which generates a numerical value (0-1023: corresponds to
the multicast address range) from a service type’s string
representation. From the communication point of view, the
benefit of this modification is to send the service discovery
messages to a specific subset of nodes that join a correspond-
ing IPv6 multicast group in the considered network. If there
is a large number of SPs that operate several different services
in a network, such a modification can significantly reduce
bandwidth usage.
mDNS with DNS-SD also provides a service discovery
mechanism by introducing a special DNS domain ’.local.’ It
discovers services using the regular DNS message format via
IP multicast without DNS servers, thus SCs directly commu-
nicate with SPs. Unlike SLPv2 with IPv6 modification, mDNS
uses one IP multicast address for all discovery messaging.
In static and/or local networks, each SDP mechanism ef-
ficiently works thanks to IPv6 multicast, however, as we
mentioned above, ITS applications need to discover services
according to geographical position in VANET as quickly as
possible without unnecessary bandwidth consumption.
B. IPv6 GeoNetworking
The GeoNet project has developed a reference specification
of IPv6 operated over GeoNetworking, which conforms to the
C2CNet specification [2], [12]. C2CNet, specified by the CAR
2 CAR Communication Consortium2, is a communication
layer dedicated to car-to-car communications and is located
between the network layer and the link layer. It supports
geographical addressing and routing by means of encapsu-
lation of IPv6 packet within a C2CNet packet containing
GeoDestination (coordinates of the geographic area where the
packet should be distributed).
Although the C2CNet layer can exchange packets without
IP, the GeoNet project has defined how to transmit IPv6
packet over C2CNet (”IPv6 over C2CNet”) so that IPv6 and
GeoNetworking can be combined. This combination allows to
distribute IPv6 multicast packets to a given GeoDestination.
This is performed transparently to the upper layers; In IPv6
GeoNetworking-enabled VANETs, each MR is assigned a
C2CNet identifier. When a node sends out an IPv6 packet with
destination node’s IPv6 address, the C2CNet layer encapsu-
lates the IPv6 packet within a C2C packet, which includes the
C2CNet identifier of the IP next hop node. The C2CNet layer
thereby makes the routing decision with the C2CNet identifier
and nodes’ geographical location. IPv6 GeoNetworking has
four types of geographical routing mechanisms: GeoUnicast,
GeoBroadcast/TopoBroadCast, and GeoAnycast. Depending
on the mechanisms, several types of the geographical desti-
nations (GeoDestination) can be specified with geographical
coordinates and descriptions of a shape, such as a circle area
with a particular radius of a geographical position. These
geographical routing mechanisms are mapped to IPv6 uni-
cast, multicast, and anycast so that upper layer entities i.e.
applications/services can transparently use these mechanisms
without any interaction with the C2CNet layer. It means that
the users only need to support the regular IPv6 stack. In the
GeoNet project, IPv6 GeoNetworking has been implemented
in Linux using TUN virtual interface. Routers at first receive
regular IPv6 packets on their ingress (egress) interface and
pass the packets to the userland C2CNet module via the virtual
interface. Then subsequent communication is performed in the
C2CNet layer [13], [14].
2The CAR 2 CAR Communication Consortium. http://www.car-to-car.org/
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Fig. 2. System overview
III. LOCATION-AWARE SERVICE DISCOVERY ON IPV6
GEONETWORKING
In this section, we propose a location-aware service dis-
covery mechanism. Our solution consists of application layer
service discovery components and the IPv6 GeoNetworking
components in the network layer. We use SLPv2’s service
discovery components because of its ability to handle mul-
tiple IPv6 multicast groups, as mentioned in Section II. The
IPv6 GeoNetworking components constructs and maintains
VANETs. The descriptions of these components are described
below.
A. Assumptions and system requirements
The proposed mechanism aims at discovering services for
ITS applications in VANETs described in Section II. We
assume that each attached host has a global IPv6 address
configured from a network prefix assigned by its router.
VANETs are made of vehicle and roadside ITS stations routers
with IPv6 GeoNetworking capabilities. Multi-hop routing is
performed at the C2CNet layer transparently from the IP layer.
The routers are therefore one IP hop neighbors from the IPv6
point of view. Each router can get its current geographical
position via embedded GPS. A service is basically identified
with a service type and optional service specific attributes.
It means that there may be multiple services that operate an
identical service type with different service attributes.
The design principles are as follows:
• Discover services according to geographical position in
addition to the services type and attributes: when SCs
try to discover SPs, each SC shall specify a GeoDes-
tination within which SPs can be discovered. The size
of the GeoDestination is not dependent on the wireless
communication range of the sender but just dependent on
application/services’ requirements.
• Specify GeoDestination for each service: each service
shall be able to use a service-specific geographical range
separately.
• Avoid unnecessary bandwidth usage: the service discov-
ery mechanism should not send discovery messages to
unnecessarily large number of nodes.
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Fig. 3. Proposed Service Discovery stack
B. Directory-less SLP
SLPv2 components are used with the IPv6 modification,
as mentioned in Section II. SDs are not introduced since we
focus on mobile services located in VANETs where such a
static centralized entity is hard to be installed. Whenever a
SC tries to discover a service, it issues the multicast SrvRqst
message to a corresponding IPv6 multicast group calculated by
the service type of the requested service. When SPs, which join
the corresponding IPv6 multicast group, receive the SrvRqst
message and they operate services that meet the request, they
return the unicast SrvRply message to the SC. We use the site-
local scope IPv6 multicast (i.e. FF05::1:1000/118) instead of
the link-local scope because SCs and SPs are mostly out of
link-local scope; they are located behind different ITS station
(ITS-S) routers.
Contrary to the original SLPv2, in the proposed mechanism
SCs can specify an arbitrary GeoDestination for each service
discovery process as described in the subsequent section.
C. Multicast service request over GeoBroadcast
In order to deliver the multicast SrvRqst message to a subset
of SPs inside a particular GeoDestination in a VANET, we
extend SCs to exploit the GeoBroadcast mechanism by IPv6
GeoNetworking, which disseminates IPv6 multicast packets to
all nodes located inside a GeoDestination represented by its
coordinates and radius [15].
The GeoNet specification proposes several solutions to
determine how to map the GeoDestination to a group of
destinations. For instance, an IPv6 multicast address can be
statically mapped to a corresponding GeoDestination using
a configuration file that assigns a GeoDestination with a
radius around the centre of the area where the packet shall
be propagated (i.e. FF0E::1 corresponds to a 500m radius).
It means that application/service users need to specify all
possible pairs of IPv6 multicast address and radius.
However, the solution relying on the static configuration
does not meet the above-mentioned requirements, because the
corresponding IPv6 multicast address for each service is not
statically configured but calculated using the hash function.
Therefore we introduce a mechanism that specifies GeoDes-
tination by adding an <IPv6 multicast addresses, radius>
mapping into IPv6 GeoNetworking. SCs send the mapping
information to their ITS-S routers.
Regarding multi-hop IPv6 multicast routing from an at-
tached node to others in SrvRqst, the multicast packets are
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Fig. 4. Encapsulation of SLP messages
propagated using simple IP multicast forwarding without any
dedicated routing mechanism, because ITS-S routers can com-
municate with each other as one-hop IP neighbor thanks to
IPv6 GeoNetworking. It means that while the maintenance of
multicast groups in VANETs traditionally incurs some costs,
the proposed mechanism does not need such overhead. Fig. 2,
3, and 4 shows the system overview, protocol stack in each
system entity, and the overview of the encapsulation of the
SLP messages respectively.
The operation processes of the proposed mechanism are
identified with three phases: (i) service activation, (ii) service
discovery, and (iii) service operation. Overall processes are
shown as follows:
1) In the service activation phase, when a service is acti-
vated, its SP joins an IPv6 multicast group determined
with the hash function by means of MLD report to its
ITS-S router.
2) In the service discovery phase, when an application
requests its SC to discover services inside a particular
GeoDestination, the SC calculates the corresponding
IPv6 multicast address and sends the mapping informa-
tion, which contains a pair of <IPv6 multicast address,
radius>, to the IPv6 GeoNetworking mechanism in its
ITS-S router.
3) The SC issues the multicast SrvRqst designated to the
corresponding IPv6 multicast address to its ITS-S router.
The ITS-S router receives the IPv6 multicast packet
through its ingress interface and forwards it to the
internal C2CNet virtual interface.
4) The IPv6 GeoNetworking mechanism determines the
GeoDestination by looking up the registered mapping
information. Then the IPv6 multicast packets are encap-
sulated into the GeoBroadcast packets and sent out on
the egress interface.
5) ITS-S routers located inside the GeoDestination receive
the GeoBroadcast packets through egress interface. The
packet is decapsulated and then the IPv6 layer checks if
there are attached nodes belonging to the corresponding
multicast group (i.e. a SP that operates the requested
service) on their ingress interface. If there are cor-
responding SPs, the routers send the IPv6 multicast
packets to its SPs through their ingress interface.
6) In the end of service discovery phase, SPs reply unicast
SrvRply to the SC.
7) Finally, the application starts to consume the service in
their communications.
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Fig. 6. Propagation of multicast SrvRqst packets.
Fig. 5 shows the overall messaging sequence.
Suppose a set of all nodes in the considered network N , a
group of all nodes that join the corresponding IPv6 multicast
group Gmc, a group of all nodes being inside the correspond-
ing GeoDestination Ggd. Only if a node Ni ∈ N fulfills
(Ni ∈ Gmc)∩ (Ni ∈ Ggd) can receive SrvRqst packets. Fig. 6
shows the selective propagation of multicast SrvRqst packets.
Thanks to this mechanism and the SLPv2’s per-service IPv6
multicast address assignment, the proposed mechanism can
avoid propagating service discovery messages unnecessarily
large GeoDestination.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In order to observe the cost and performance of the proposed
mechanism, we have implemented a prototype system and
integrated it into our real field testbed.
A. Field evaluation setup
We implemented the system by extending OpenSLP 2.0
Beta 13 and CarGeo64on Linux operating system. OpenSLP
is an open-source implementation of SLP including the
modification for IPv6, whereas CarGeo6 is an open-source
implementation of IPv6 GeoNetworking in complying with
the reference specification of the GeoNet project. Regarding
the IPv6 multicast forwarding function in ITS-S router, we
implemented our own multicast forwarding daemon.
3The OpenSLP project. http://www.openslp.org/
4The CarGeo6 project. http://www.cargeo6.org/
TABLE I
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
Entity Parameter Configuration
all Hosts Number of services 100
Host1 Service discovery frequency 1Hz
Radius of GeoBroadcast Random (50m-200m)
all MRs GPS position update frequency 1Hz
MR1, Host1 Driving speed 0-20km/h
Distance from SP1(Single hop) 10m - 100m
Distance from SP2(Multi hop) 120m - 200m
We integrated the system into our field testbed facilities
including three sets of MRs and attached hosts, which can
be capable of testing multi-hop communication in a VANET.
MRs are equipped with one Ethernet port as an ingress
interface, and one wireless 802.11 b/g card used as an egress
interface. Ubuntu 10.10 (kernel 2.6.35.11) is installed on all
nodes. MRs can get current geographical position through
GPS receiver connected via their USB port. In order to get
coordinates, gpsd-2.965 is installed as a local TCP server.
While routers run CarGeo6 and the IPv6 multicast forwarding
daemon so that they operate IPv6 GeoNetworking and IPv6
multicast forwarding, attached hosts are conventional PCs that
only support OpenSLP and legacy IPv6 multicast with MLD
multicast capabilities. Applications and services only need to
manipulate a set of OpenSLP functions.
We performed a field evaluation at NAIST campus in Japan.
As we use three sets of MRs and attached hosts, one of them
(MR1, Host1) runs a SC in Host1, which moves around the
other nodes (MR2, Host2, and MR3, Host3) and periodically
tries to discover services with randomly selected GeoBroadcast
radius. On the contrary, the others (MR2, Host2, and MR3,
Host3) are stationary nodes located along a road. Host2 and
Host3 operate a SP for each (SP1, SP2). The position of
MR2 and Host2 is inside the direct communication range of
MR1 and Host1. MR3 and Host3 are not inside the direct
communication range of MR1 and Host1 but of MR2 and
Host2. It means that the SC can reach SP1 via single hop
whereas it can SP2 via multiple hops.
Each SP runs the same pairs of multiple services. Therefore
when both SPs are inside a GeoDestination of a particular
SrvRqst, the SC can receive two service information for one
request. The system configuration is shown in Table I.
B. End-to-end latency
Table II shows the discovery latency between (i) SC and
SP1, and (ii) SC and SP2 in the succeeded service discovery
phase. The average latency is 7.86ms in the single hop case
and 48.6ms in the multi hop case. It shows our proposed
mechanism can discover services with fairly low latency. As
several ITS related research mentioned that the acceptable
latency is around 10-1000ms, our proposed service discovery
mechanism meets this requirement even in the two-hop case.
The evaluation shows preliminary results in which maximum
hop is the two-hop case, therefore more experiments will
5gpsd - a GPS service daemon. http://gpsd.berlios.de/
TABLE II
END-TO-END LATENCY AND DISCOVERY SUCCESS RATE
End-to-End latency (ms) Success rate
Min Max Average
SP1 (1hop) 3.59 23.3 7.86 75%
SP2 (2hop) 27.9 170 48.6 52%
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Fig. 7. Message overhead
be conducted in future work. Although the system discover
services rapidly, in the multi hop case, the success rate drops
sharply. We need to improve it by configuring the retransmit
mechanism and discovery interval.
C. Messaging overhead
Fig. 7 shows the bandwidth usage on the egress interface
at each MR. In our evaluation, we do not take into account
ITS station internal communications between host and MR
since they are performed with Ethernet which provides enough
bandwidth and stability. In the evaluation, the size of each
packet is as follows: (i) GeoBroadcast: from 189 to 264 bytes,
(ii) GeoUnicast: 199 bytes, (iii) LS: from 86 to 94 bytes, and
(iv) Beacon: 78bytes. The size of the GeoBroadcast packet,
which contains a SrvRqst message, is variable because of the
SLP’s retransmission algorithm.
The total size of transmitted packets during the evaluation
is 525Kbytes. Considering the evaluation is performed during
720 seconds, our proposed mechanism shows it does not
consume much high bandwidth.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a location-aware service discov-
ery mechanism for ITS applications in VANETs. The proposed
mechanism is a harmonization of SLPv2 and IPv6 GeoNet-
working developed in the GeoNet project. We showed that the
IPv6 multicast-based service discovery using GeoBroadcast
efficiently discovers services offered in the VANET without
unnecessarily propagating IPv6 multicast packets into the
entire VANET. We also implemented the proposed mechanism
into Linux using the OpenSLP and the CarGeo6 implemen-
tations. The evaluation was performed in the field testbed in
our campus.
As a next step we are conducting further field evaluations
with more realistic scenarios. Although the proposed mech-
anism discovered services via not only single hop but also
multiple hops with fairly low latency and low bandwidth
usage, further improvements are necessary since the discovery
success rate, specifically in the multi hop case, is not enough.
It is also necessary to investigate how to discover services
from/to the Internet in combination with IPv6 mobility support
protocols.
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